Commercial Unmanned Aircraft Performance Benchmarking and Database of 150 Global Drone Types

Description:

Why did you choose the drone that you are currently using? If you decide to buy a drone today, what would be your reasons for purchasing it? Does the price have the biggest influence on your buying decision? Of course, you want to get the drone that has the best performance for your budget. Because of that, you decide to check out some drone types. But do you really have the sufficient market transparency to make the perfect decision?

We have decided to take one-step further and gather as many specs of market-influencing drone types as possible to provide the bigger picture. With 150 drone types in our chart, you can see the capability of commercial and governmental drones today. The performance data of all the considered drones represents the state of the art of the current drone technology.

Database:

- 150 UAV types were analyzed
- 118 rotary and 32 fixed-wing unmanned aircraft
- 34% of the types are manufactured by the USA, 33% by Europe, 23% by Asia and the rest of the world
- 55 manufacturer
- 3200 data information

The list is suited for the following topics:

- Business case development
- Market entry strategy
- Customer / Vendor selection
- Sector/Cluster scan
- Competitive analysis
- Investment opportunity search

Contents:

Report:

Introduction
- UAV manufacturer countries
- Analyzed UAV categories
- Analyzed UAV characteristics

1. Market Segments
- Industry applications
- Application heat map per manufacturer

2. Performance Cluster
- Overall cluster (recreational, advanced, professional)
- Specific cluster (recreational, advanced)
- Technological thresholds
- Demarcations in platform design and energy source
- Space for innovation and summary

3. Overall Performance Ranking
- Methodology
- Average platform performance per manufacturer and company activity
- TOP150 platforms over number of 333 certified UAV
- TOP150 platforms over UAV price
- Performance vs. price
- TOP10 fixed wing platforms vs. TOP10 rotary driven platforms
- Category top performer (4 x TOP10)

4. Performance Cluster & Ranking per Weight Class
- Overall cluster (recreational, advanced, professional)
- Specific cluster (recreational, advanced)
- TOP10 per weight class
- Market penetration

5. Technology
- Definition UAS
- Job specific UAV design
- Comparison of energy sources

6. Company Profiles
- CATUAV
- Trimble Navigation
- UAV Factory
- Squadrone system/Hexo+
- senseFly
- Novadem
- ING Robotic Aviation
- FlyBi
- EHANG
- Delair-tech
- CyPhy
- C-ASTRAL
- BLADE Horizon
- Ascending Technologies
- AgEagle
- AEE
- Advanced UAV Technology

Database:
- Product name
- Company
- Type
- Category
- Energy source
- Endurance
- Range
- Speed
- Payload
- MTOW (in both metric and imperial system)
- Company name
- Founded in
- No. of employees
- URL
- Country
- Address
- City
- State
- ZIP
- Mail
- Phone number
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